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Every passionate game knows about Resident Evil saga. Born in 1996, the series count at least 10 major episodes mainly inspired by the work of George A. Romero. The games take place in the United States infested with zombies. The first episode was so terrifying that it inspired the birth of a new genre: the survival-horror game.
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Resident Evil: Extinction

*In the 1930s, Adolf Hitler had powerful friends in England who agreed with his anti-Semitic and racist policies. On country weekends, some of the most prominent members of English society and set were frequent guests at the Chamberlain’s country house in Worcestershire. During these visits, Hitler would make speeches that were later published as Mein Kampf.*

Resident Evil: Extinction

*Resident Evil: Extinction* is a survival horror video game developed by CAPCOM and released in 2004. It is the fifth main entry in the Resident Evil series, and the first time the series has been released for the Xbox video game console.

The Summer Man

Irene works with a Centre that specializes in treating people with JI2. She is a friend to Sophie, and offers a window into a different world for her. Irene is a complicated character, with a past shrouded in mystery.

The Summer Man

When a corrupt senator breaks the rule against time travel, the Time Enforcement Commission sends Max Walker after him, but Max must resist the temptation to save his wife, who was murdered ten years ago.

Dead City

When a corrupt senator breaks the rule against time travel, the Time Enforcement Commission sends Max Walker after him, but Max must resist the temptation to save his wife, who was murdered ten years ago.

Resident Evil: Umbrella Conspiracy

In Umbrella’s Antarctic base, Claire and Steve battle for their lives after being captured by the mad Alexia Ashford, while Claire’s brother Chris ventures to Umbrella’s Antarctic base to save his sister. Claire and Steve will join forces with old friends, and an unlikely ally, in an action packed battle with undead hordes and new mutant monsters. Between regaining her superhuman abilities at Wesker’s head and Umbrella’s impending attack, this will be Alice’s most difficult adventure as she fights to save humanity, which is on the brink of oblivion.

MY NAME IS ALICE. THIS IS THE END OF MY STORY.
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Resident Evil: The Umbrella Conspiracy

dent to investigate a series of grisly murders in Raccon City, S.T.A.R.S. Bravo Team scrambles into action. Following a helicopter crash, the team stumble across a quacked-up, an overgrown military transport truck riddled with corpses — and that's only the beginning of their nightmare. As evil proves around them, rookie member Rebecca Chambers wonders what she’s gotten herself into.

Resident Evil Code Veronica

Resident Evil: The Darkside Chronicles focuses on the story of Leon Kennedy four years after the t-virus outbreak in Raccon City. Jack Krauser, an American Special Forces operative, accompanies Kennedy into a South American village to search for Javier Hidalgo, a former drug lord with ties to the Umbrella Corporation. They quickly discover that the attendees of a ritual are about to be sacrificed, and they are over-run with zombies and mutonized organic weapons (M.O.D.E.). In the dual fights past the creatures and finds her demise.

Saffron Faith Anders is certain her father will return shortly, just like he promised. She holds onto hope even as the hours pass and the station grows dark. When a train arrives to take her away, she feels trapped by an unknown force.

The New York Times bestselling author of the Flowers in the Attic series turned into popular Lifetime movies. Left on a train platform in an unfamiliar village, little Saffron is faced with a myriad of secrets that threaten to consume her.

A young girl who has lost her father finds herself at the mercy of a mysterious woman who is not quite what she seems in this atmospheric and unputdownable novel from the hugely popular Capcom survival horror video game series Resident Evil.

The movie stars Milla Jovovitch and Wentworth Miller and is directed by Paul W.S. Anderson. The Winters

Itchy, Tasty

The official novel of Naughty Dog's award-winning videogame franchise! In the ancient world there was a myth about a king, a treasure, and a hellish labyrinth. Now the door has been opened, and the king and the treasure are on the loose again. Nathan Drake, treasure hunter and risk taker, has been called once more to New York City by the man who taught him everything about the "antiquities acquisition business." Victor Sullivan needs Drake's help. Jacky's old friend, a world-famous archeologist, has just been found murdered in Manhattan. As Drake investigates, a string of bizarre cases leads him and Dr. Elena Fisher, a noted archaeologist, to a group of indigent women building a new life in the undergound. The city is in the grip of an ancient myth of alchemy, look for these long-lost labyrinth, and find the astonishing discovery that got Jacky's father killed. It appears that a fourth labyrinth was built in another land and another culture—and within it lies a key to unmatched wealth and power. An army of terrifying lost warriors guards this underground maze. And does a monster. And what lies beyond-if Drake can live long enough to reach it—is both a treasure and a paradise and a hell. Welcome to The Labyrinth.

The Umbrella Academy Library Edition Volume 2: Hotel Oblivion

The official novelization of the new Netflix series Resident Evil: The Final Chapter (The Official Movie Novelization)

Resident Evil: Retribution will be released in 3D on September 14, 2012. It is the fifth installment in the massively successful Resident Evil film series, based on the hugely popular Capcom survival horror video game series Resident Evil.

The movie stars Milla Jovovitch and Wentworth Miller and is directed by Paul W.S. Anderson. In this fifth installment, Alice fights alongside a resistance movement in the continuing battle against the Umbrella Corporation and the undead.

The Umbrella Academy Library Edition Volume 2: Dallas (Deluxe Edition)

The official novelization of Resident Evil: The Darkside Chronicles focuses on the story of Leon Kennedy four years after the t-virus outbreak in Raccon City.

The movie stars Milla Jovovitch and Wentworth Miller and is directed by Paul W.S. Anderson. In this fifth installment, Alice fights alongside a resistance movement in the continuing battle against the Umbrella Corporation and the undead.
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In this official novelization, Alice fights alongside a resistance movement in the continuing battle against the Umbrella Corporation and the undead.
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The official novel of Naughty Dog's award-winning videogame franchise! In the ancient world there was a myth about a king, a treasure, and a hellish labyrinth. Now the door has been opened, and the king and the treasure are on the loose again. Nathan Drake, treasure hunter and risk taker, has been called once more to New York City by the man who taught him everything about the "antiquities acquisition business." Victor Sullivan needs Drake's help. Jacky's old friend, a world-famous archeologist, has just been found murdered in Manhattan. As Drake investigates, a string of bizarre cases leads him and Dr. Elena Fisher, a noted archaeologist, to a group of indigent women building a new life in the undergound. The city is in the grip of an ancient myth of alchemy, look for these long-lost labyrinth, and find the astonishing discovery that got Jacky's father killed. It appears that a fourth labyrinth was built in another land and another culture—and within it lies a key to unmatched wealth and power. An army of terrifying lost warriors guards this underground maze. And does a monster. And what lies beyond-if Drake can live long enough to reach it—is both a treasure and a paradise and a hell. Welcome to The Labyrinth.
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Resident Evil: Retribution will be released in 3D on September 14, 2012. It is the fifth installment in the massively successful Resident Evil film series, based on the hugely popular Capcom survival horror video game series Resident Evil.

The movie stars Milla Jovovitch and Wentworth Miller and is directed by Paul W.S. Anderson. In this fifth installment, Alice fights alongside a resistance movement in the continuing battle against the Umbrella Corporation and the undead.
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The official novelization of the new Netflix series Resident Evil: The Final Chapter (The Official Movie Novelization)

Resident Evil: Retribution will be released in 3D on September 14, 2012. It is the fifth installment in the massively successful Resident Evil film series, based on the hugely popular Capcom survival horror video game series Resident Evil.

The movie stars Milla Jovovitch and Wentworth Miller and is directed by Paul W.S. Anderson. In this fifth installment, Alice fights alongside a resistance movement in the continuing battle against the Umbrella Corporation and the undead.
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In this official novelization, Alice fights alongside a resistance movement in the continuing battle against the Umbrella Corporation and the undead.
The Red Umbrella

Claire Redfield's desperate search for her missing brother leads her to a remote island, where a mad genius has unleashed every grotesque creature at his disposal to stop her from interfering with his horrific agenda. Meanwhile, Chris Redfield has been fighting a one-man war against Umbrella's creations and is now on a collision course with the man who betrayed the S.T.A.R.S. in Raccoon City.

Umbrella

Since its beginnings as a series of stories told to Kenneth Graham's young son, The Wind in the Willows has gone on to become one of the best-loved children's books of all time. The timeless story of Toad, Rat, Mole, and Badger has delighted readers of all ages for more than eighty years. Friendly Rat, mild-mannered Mole, wise Badger, and kind-but-cowardly Toad all live on the banks of the Thames. While Mole and Rat are content to go out in a row boat or travel the roads in a currach, Toad prefers the Grand Hotel to the Savoy. Mole's already experienced a lot of trouble, his alarm clock keeps going off in his bedroom, and he has caught and kept prisoner in the shambrous dungeon of the best-guarded castle in all the world. Somehow, he has to escape and get home but what will he find when he gets there? The Faun is at the door and Toad is a book for those who keep the spirit of youth alive in their life, sunshine, running water, woodlands, dusty roads, winter fireside.

Alan Wake

Transparency has, in recent years, become a watchword for good governance. Policymakers and analysts alike evaluate political and economic institutions—courts, corporations, nation-states—according to the transparency of their operating procedures. With the dawn of the New World Order and the "mutual veil dropp[ing]" of the post-Cold War era, a postmodern world is more transparent than ever. Yet, from the perspective of the relatively less privileged, the operation of power often appears opaque and unpredictable. Through vivid ethnographic analyses, Transparency and Conspiracy examines a vast range of expressions of the modern experience, including the forces of modernity, power, global politics, and human fascination with the unknown.

Resident Evil: Zero Hour

Following the events of Resident Evil: Apocalypse, the beautiful, dangerous, enigmatic Alice returns, and this time she and her fellow survivor Carlos Oliveira are running with a pack of humans led by a new ally, Claire Redfield. Together they are cutting through the wastelands of the United States on a long trek to Alaska. Hunted by the evil of the evening Dr. Izarco, Alice has somehow survived for her flesh and the Umbrella Corporation's monstrous lab rats hungry for her. Alice herself hungers only for revenge.

The Umbrella Academy Volume 1: Apocalypse Suite (Deluxe Edition)

In 1961 after Castro has come to power in Cuba, fourteen-year-old Lucia and her seven-year-old brother are sent to the United States when her parents fear that the children will be taken away from them as others have been.

Resident Evil: Caliban Cove

Hoping to hide evidence of their insidious genetic experiments, Umbrella Corporation unleashes mercenary teams and an updated version of its Tyrant-class killing machine, a lethal creature code-named Nemesis, on Raccoon City, and only Jill Valentine stands in the path of ultimate destruction, in a fifth novel based on the action-packed video game.

Resident Evil: The Umbrella Conspiracy

"A stylish, highly original and completely addictive take on du Maurier's Rebecca. Read it!" --Eliot Layden, New York Times bestselling author of The Couple Next Door

"Dark and richly atmospheric. . . A bewitching novel about love, lies, and the ghosts that never quite leave us after the handsome hero, and he sets forth on a nightly quest to untangle the mysterious forces at play in the mall's unmapped recesses. Things quickly get hairy, and our narrator's optimism about his mall residency descends into doubt, and then into a full-blown phantasmagoria of horror and (possibly) murder. With the aid of a weird and wonderful voyeurism "The poster is new. I notice it right away, taped to a utility pole. Beneath the word 'Missing,' printed in a bold, high-impact font, are two sepia-toned photographs of a man dressed in a bow tie and tux. Most people would keep walking. Maybe they'd pay a bit closer attention to the local news that evening. Mikita Brottman spent ten years sifting through the details of the missing man's life and disappearance, and his purported suicide by jumping from the roof of the apartment building, the Belvedere. As Brontë's narrators delve into the murky circumstances surrounding Kay Rivera's death—which begins to look more and more like a murder—she confronts the specter of her own suicide, and uncovers a haunting pattern of guests at the Belvedere, when it was still a historic hotel, taking their own lives on the premises. Finally, she fearlessly takes us to the edge of her own morbid curiosity and asks us to consider our own darker impulses and obsessions."

The Wind in the Willows

So, wrote Kenneth Grahame of his timeless tale of Rat, Mole, Badger, and Toad. The Wind in the Willows is a book for those who keep the spirit of youth alive in theirs lives; sunshine, running water, woodlands, dusty roads, winter firesides. So, wrote Kenneth Graham of his timeless tale of Rat, Mole, Badger, and Toad.

Resident Evil: City Of the Dead

Douglas Adams meets David Lynch in this ingenious, witty fable about one of North America's most surreal inventions—the local mall. After writing a letter in praise of malls, our eccentric narrator is offered a residency at a shabby suburban shopping centre. He moves to occupy the mall for several weeks, splitting his time between "walking the public," tracking the elusive "missing man," and chronicling his adventures in weekly progress reports. Before long, a series of strange events begin to occur behind the scenes, and our narrator begins to suspect that he has been duped.

The Wind in the Willows

Since its beginnings as a series of stories told to Kenneth Grahame's young son, The Wind in the Willows has gone on to become one of the best-loved children's books of all time. The timeless story of Toad, Rat, Mole, and Badger has delighted readers of all ages for more than eighty years. Friendly Rat, mild-mannered Mole, wise Badger, and kind-but-cowardly Toad all live on the banks of the Thames. While Mole and Rat are content to go out in a row boat or travel the roads in a currach, Toad prefers the Grand Hotel to the Savoy. Mole's already experienced a lot of trouble, his alarm clock keeps going off in his bedroom, and he has caught and kept prisoner in the shambrous dungeon of the best-guarded castle in all the world. Somehow, he has to escape and get home but what will he find when he gets there? The Faun is at the door and Toad is a book for those who keep the spirit of youth alive in theirs lives; sunshine, running water, woodlands, dusty roads, winter firesides.